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After the success of " Manyaa the wonder Boy" Artha Motion Pictures & Nirmit Nirmitee
Production have now launched the Music and First Promo Look of they second Marathi Movie "
Vijay Aso" in the Presence of Media and Special Invites on 14 Dec, 2012 evening

The Entire Event was hosted by famous Anchor "Smita Gavankar" who introduced the entire
cast and crew to the press media. As the Captain of the Ship "Rahul jadhav " is debuting as a
director from this film as he is previously worked as a DOP for Zenda and also was a
Associate Director of Morya. Rahul share the entire journey was a dream come true to him ........

Star Cast like Chinamay Mandlekar, Murli Sharma , Namrata Gaikwad were present at the
event and they all shared they experience in the Press meet Chinmay Mandlekar is not only
acted but written the script of this movie is pretty excited and eagerly awaiting the positive
response from the Audience .Murli Sharma talks about his promising role in movie and says that
the role he played in this movie is very close to his heart and one of his favorite performance
ever played by him....

Whereas Namrata Gaikwad too is a fresh face Marathi Industry will be getting.
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She say’s this film is right start for her career and she couldn’t have asked anything better than
this from God .

The Unveiling of Music Launch was been done by the Chief Guest Mr. Sachin Pilgoankar and
Filmy Box MD Mr. Narendra Singh. Mr. Sachin Pilgoankar had come down to support and wish
the entire team of Vijay Aso and also appreciated the Music of newcomer music director Amit
raj Sawant who has given 4 track in the film which are been written by Guru Thakur, Sachin
Darekar, Rupesh, Ashish and sang by Vaishali Sawant , Ashwin Bandre, Kirti , Amit Raj, Jimmy
Bhore, Omkar patil . Amit Raj say’s in the press meet that all the song in the film are been put
as per the situation and requirement of the film.

Presentator Ashok Bhanusali said i wanted to share my political experience with the Audience.
Now the Audience will come to known the positive and negative facts about politics through our
film

Producers: Chandresh Bhanusali , S kotain, Ketan Sishodiya are keen to do further Marathi
movie in future too "Vijay Aso" is all set for release on 28th Dec,2012.
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